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Designed for use up to 2000m
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Downhole footage
Sidewall footage
At the same time

With advanced video processing techniques, front facing and full 360
degree side-view footage is recorded simultaneously.

Capture the entire hole in a single pass and perform a comprehensive
review of the entire hole afterwards.

High resolution video is recorded on board the camera while the
operator can choose a video stream to monitor the video in real-
time. See something you like down hole? The built in snapshot
feature downloads high resolution still images straight to your
device for immediate review.

On Board Recording
Live Preview
Live Snapshots
Adjustable Lighting

The MSI-360 Digital Camera is the first fully digital camera that works on up to 2000 meters (6562 ft) of
standard single, coaxial, or 4-conductor wireline and displays high resolution downhole and side-view video in
real time at the surface. Selectable encoder voltages and configurable depth factor makes interfacing to
wireline winches of any make or model straightforward. Depth and speed are overlaid onto video as subtitles.
You can show or hide them as you please even during playback.



No Special Software, Easy to operate Built in
Wi-Fi, BYO Device
Camera control is performed from the web browser of a supported device of
your choice. Playback of recording is via the web browser or supported video
player of your choice.

Multiple operators can wirelessly view the Preview video feed on tablets,
smartphones or computers.

No crowding around a hard to see screen like other borehole camera systems.

Applications
. Pump inspection
. Casing inspection
. Pylon inspection

. Tunnel inspection

. Shaft inspection

. Strata identification

. Equipment Recovery

. Low latency steering

. 4G remote monitoring

Model 003169
Includes :
. Digital Wireline Camera 360 View
. Digital Wireline Camera Surface unit
. Transit case
. Ancillary cabling
. Centralisers

Optional :
. Smart device or

laptop for viewing

Ordering Information


